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'Declining Interest' in Science
Inspires Senate Education Bill
By Dennis Pohlman
'

I

"If Americans don't sit up and take notice of what is
going on in the world, we can look forward to a dim
future, economically, technologically and interna~
tionally,'' said U.S. Sen. Pete V. Domenici on
Monday.
Domenici, chairman of the Senate Budget Committee, has introduced a bill known as the' 'Excellence in
Education Act of 1983'' to provide incentive for students to take more mathematics and science courses.
The bill provides scholarships to encourage teaching
the sciences, as well as $200 million for local school
districts to upgrade secondary science-and math programs.
Do'menici was in Albuquerque for a series of panel
discussions on the declining interest in science and
mathematics in American schools.
He was joined by Jeff Bingaman, junior U.S. senator from New Mexico; Sam Vigil, state House of
Representatives Education Committee chaiiman; and
Tim Jennings, state Senate Education Committee
chairman. The men heard expert witnesses Monday
describe Domenici' s bill as a step in the right direction.
George Dacey, director of Sandia Laboratories in
Albuquerque,. said 20 years of neglecting science and
mathematics programs in secondary schools have led

to a uvicious circle.'' Dacey said secondary schools
have produced technologically-'ignorant graduates
who choose not to pursue science and mathematics
degrees in college,. which reduces research and development efforts. The result .is reduced economic
output, he said.
·
Manuel Justiz, a former associate professor of
education at the University of New Mexico and newlyconfirmed director of the National Institute of Education, said the United States must alleviate a shortage of
trained workers and science teachers or fall behind in a
technological world.
Justiz and Dacey agreed that dedication is not keeping gualified instructors in the sciences in American
schools.
"The lure. of a minimum of $25,000 a year for
science and math degree holders means young teachers
are not willing to stay long. Why teach if the salary is
nowhere near what private industry will pay?'' Dacey
asked.
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Leonard
DeLayo said, "When a student in high school can
substitute 'Problems in Family Living' for math and
science courses, we're not going to produce many
technologically-skilled citizens.'' He added that graduation requirements should be toughened considerably.

Lifer's Jury Sel.ection Begins
(UPI) - Lawyers .began questioning more than 60 prospective
jurors Monday for the DistrictCourt
trial of a four-time convicted
murderer accused of beating his wife
to death with a hammer and trying to
bum her body.
Marion Albert Pruett, 33, is
charged with first-degree murder in
thedeathalmosttwo years ago of his
wife, Michelle Lynn Pe~on. Her
decomposed, partly-burned body
was found on a mesa northwest of
the city.
The key state witness at the trial is
expected to be Bill Sherman, who
has pleaded guilty to trying to dispose of the body. He once was
charged with murder in the case but
got the charge reduced in exchange
for an agreement to testify for the
prosecution.
Pruett, a native of Gastonia,

N.C., wasservinga23-yeartennfor
bank robbery and attempted escape
when he agreed to testify for: the
government in a federal murder case
in exchange for freedom,
He testified in the case in 1979
and was relocated to New Mexico,
where he· was known as Charles
"Sonny" Pearson, under the federally-protected witness program. His
second wife - the victim in the
current case - also was given a
new name, Michelle Lynn Evans, ·
and moved to Albuquerque.
Local authorities, who were not .
aware of Pruett's past, took him into
custody after his wife's body was
found, but he was released for lack
of evidence a few days later.
Before he could be taken intocus·
tody again, he fled the state and began a multi-state crime spree that

included killing a Mississippi savings and loan employee, an Arkansas store clerk and two store clerks in
Colorado.
He has been sentenced to death in
Arkansas and Mississippi and to two
life terms in Colorado.
He was arrested in October 1981
in Amarillo, Texas, where he had
been stopped for a routine traffic
violation.
He has confessed to some crimes,
blaming his addiction to cocaine for
making him a ''mad dog killer.''
Since being in custody in New Mexico, he has said his body should be
used as a "human guinea pig'' for
drug research.
Judge Thomas Mescall has forbidden the presence of news cameras and recording devices in the courtroom during the trial, which he estimated would last a week to 10 days.

University College Making Changes
To Upgrade Assistance to Students
By Patrieia Gabbett
University College at the University of New Mexico is undergoing several changes this semester
to better meet students' needs, said
Herta Teitelbaum, associate 'dean.
Remodeling in the college began
in December to accommodate the
new information-storage system
·
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being added to several areas of the
University.
...
"The new system will free us
from some of the record-keeping
paperwork, so we'll be able to spend
more time with students,'' Teitelbaum said.
The college has several functions,
.said E. Bruce Potter, associate dean,
including helping students with any
academic problems they may bave.
"We have six advisers who can
help students who have been disen•
rolled, and who can give direction to
students who are undecided on a ma·
jor,'' Potter said.
He urged students to get acquainted with the college early in the
semester.
The college intends to pursue a
project it began last semester, Potter
said, to help freshmen with high
ACT scores who did poorly their
first semester•
.. We interviewed about 50 freshmen last semester, and we want to
follow up to see if there is anything

l

j<

the University College can do to
help them/' he said.
"If resources become available/'
Teitelbaum said, "we'll continue
the project."
One problem the college has each
semester is dealing with students
who wait too long to transfer to their
degree college, Teitelbaum said.
"We have sad stories about people who come back from Christmas
break and find out they've been disenrolled because they've accumulated too many hours, H Teitelbaum
said.
Students must transfer from University College after attempting 72
or more hours or after. earning 64 or
more hours.
Students can make appomtments
with University College advisers by
phoning277 ·263 t. The college is
situated beneath the Student Health
Center, across from the New Mex~
ico Union.

UNM Joins Multitude
In School Lawsuit Glut
By Mark Chouinard
More than 50 lawsuits are
pending against the University of
New Mexico, and "the vast
majority of them are malpratice
cases" against UNM Hospital,
said Peter Rask, UNM Legal
Counsel.
Rask would not comment on
the nature of any of the suits individually, but did say that the once
a suit is filed, it is handled by the
Risk. Management Division of
the New Mexico Department of
Finance and Administration.
Rask said that ''twice as many
lawsuits" are pending against
UNM as there were when he
came to work as the full-time
lawyer for UNM in 1967.
According to an article that
appeared in the Dec. 20 issue of
U.S.- News and World Report,
UNM is not the only institution of
higher education spending .more
time and money in court.
Universities across the nation
have experienced the same phe·

nomenon, and have expanded
their legal staffs to deal with the
increase in cases pending, the
· article stated.
The article stated that on a
national level, the greatest increase in lawsuits concerns employment discrimination allegations. The tight job market for
scholars., along with a foundering
economy are generally blamed
for the rise.
UNM has had several facultyfiled suit!!. One heavilypublicized suit was filed by
Harold Bailey, former AfroAmerican studies department
chairman.
Bailey was recently awarded
$147 ,SOO plus attorney's fees for
a suit filed against UNM that concerned a contractual prob1em.
The case is currently being
appealed in the U.S. lOth Circuit
Court. Another suit concerning
the same dispute, however, has
been filed in the state District
Court.
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Students Can Award Teachers
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Wire Report

by United Press International

By Laura Tolley

Democracy Promotion Begins Jury Clears Gambler
Without Involvement from CIA
WASHINGTON- The administration outlined Monday its $65 million program for promoting democracy around the wodd, and pledged
the CIA will have nothing to do with
the project.
The program grows out of a proposal President Reagan made last
June in a speech to the British Parliament, where he said the Western
world should bolster democratic institutions and leave communism
"on the ash heap of history,"
"We are not going to use this
program to support one political party against another, but we will support political parties which advocate
democracy,'' Undersecretary of
State Lawrence Eaglcburger said at
a news conference explaining the
campaign.
He pledged that all American

financial support for foreign political parties, labor movements, newspapers and universities "will be
open and aboveboard.''
When asked if this would not
open recipients of U.S. money to
local criticism, he responded,
"They could be open to criticism,
but that danger shouldn't hold us
back from doing something we think
should be done."
Eagleburger said an idea was
raised during staff discussions about
having the CIA take a covert role in
spreading U.S. financial support
around the world, but that this was
ruled out "at a senior leveL"
Such an undercover role would be
unnecessary and, if discovered,
would kill the whole worldwide
program, he said.
The proposed $65 million fiscal
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THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
presents

Dr.Prof.!Chaffrnan,
Fred PhHosophy
Sturm
"MULTI-PERSPECTIVALISM:
100 GATES TO
THE SEA OF IDEAS"
Tuesday, February 8

12 noon
UNM Sub Ballroom (North)
The "LAST i.ECTUR ES" are a series in which prominent University faculry and stan will
be talking as if they were giving the last leciiJre Qf their life. Bring yout lunch/
~ . .
. sponsored by
LAS LOMAS CAMPUS MINISTRIES
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER

1984 budget for the program will be
presented to Congress on Feb. 23.
The State Department said it will
focus on five areas:
---,Leadership training. Aseries of
programs in the United States and
elsewhere that "will cover the
theory and practice cf democ!acy'''
for people identified as future politicaJ leaders in various countries.
-Education. Conveying "a
more accurate picture of the character and values of the United States''
through scholarships, book programs and other means.
-Strengthening institutions in
need of help, such as labor unions,
churches, newspapers, radio stations and political parties that advocate democracy.
-Conveying ideas and information. A worldwide program of exchanges will be set up. Radio stations, such as Voice of America,
will be give the means to expand
their educational programming explaining democratic institutions,
-Development of personal and
institutionaJ ties. The program will
try to foster friendship and cooperation among groups in the United
States -business, press and community - with similar organizations in other parts of the world,
Eagelburger said the idea is designed to be "long-term, global and
bipartisan,'' and will not be keyed to
any individual project such as this
year's American campaign to counter the drive against installing
medium-range nuclear missiles in
Western Europe,

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. Jamie! "Jilnmy" Chagra, a Las
Vegas gambler serving 30 years
in prison on drug charges, W<~s
found innocent Mond<!y of hiring
the killer who shot down U.S.
District Judge John Wood in San
Antonio, Texas.
The 10-woman. two-manjury,
which began deliberating the
case Friday, found Chagra innocent of murder and conspiracy to
murder, but convicted him on
two lesser counts - conspiracy
to obstruct justice and conspiracy
to possess drugs.
The government claimed
Chagra had Wood - known as
"Maximum John" for his stiff
sentences for drug peddlers ldlled in May 1979 to avoid having to face trial in his court.
The 39-year-old Chagra, a
licensed professional gambler,
was accused of paying Charles
V. Harrelson $250,000 to kill the
61-year-old judge. Wood was
struck in the back with an exploding bullet from a big game rifle as
he was getting into his car outside
his San Antonio home May 29,
1979.
Harrelson, 44, was convicted
by a federal jury in San Antonio
in December of Wood's murder.
Chagra embraced his attorney,
Oscar B. Goodman, and told reporters "Thank God for Oscar
Goodman."
Goodman told reporters: ''The
verdict speaks more eloquently
than I can. I felt confident the
system would work. It's a beautiful system.

"I am so delighted," the Las
Vegas attorney said, choking
back tears of joy.' 'This reestablishes my faith in what I am
doing."
There were indications the jury
reached some of its verdicts on
the four counts Sunday evening.
As U.S. District Judge Williams
Sessions was about to send them
home, foreman William T.Johnson held up two manila envelopes
and said "We have reached
some ... "
At that point, Sessions cut him
off and asked a U.S. marshal to
collect the envelopes. He then
sealed them and took them to his
.chambers. The envelopes were
believed to contain verdict
forms.
The government charged that
Chagra, then facing a narcotics
trial ·in Wood's courtroom,
ordered Wood's assassination
because he feared a long prison
term if convicted.
As it turned out, Ch<!gra was
convicted on all counts. in that
narcotics trial and sentenced to
30 years in prison without parole.
Chagra spent Monday in a
holding cell about four doors
from where the jury met. The sequestered panel beg<~n deliberating at 8:40a.m., 20 minutes earlier than scheduled.
In contrast to previous days
when the jury sent notes to Sessions asking to listen to Some of
the tape-recorded conversations
that were evidence in the trial, no
notes were sent Monday
morning.
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University of New Mexico faculty members now have a ch11nce to be
recognized by the people their time
and energy is given to through the
Students' Outstanding Teachers
Award.
Honoring teachers and encouraging "academic excellence" are the
goals of the awards progr:un, said
ASUNM Vice President Dan Serrano.
Students, faculty, administration
and staff members can nominate a
tel!cher who they feel ''went that
extra step to help the students,'' Serrano said.
A committee of nine student leaders from UNM-chartered organiza-

lions will choose the winners, who
will receive a plaque <It a reception
given in their honor.
For the last seven years, the UNM
administration. has also honored its
tea.chers with the Outstanding
Teacher of the Year Award.
For the first few years of the prog~
ram, one teacher was honored each
year,
UNM Associate Provost Joel
Jones, who established the awards
program, said for the last four years
awards have been given to a graduate' and undergr<~duate faculty
member.
Jones said each recipient is given
$1,000, which is provided by the
UNM Foundation.
Nominations usuaJly come from

the deans' offices, and the teachers
honored are chosen in late spring,
Jones said.
The undergraduate award is given
to a faculty member who has demonstrated an all-around ability to work
with a wide range of students, in
both lecture classes and seminars.
Graduate recipients are chosen on
how much they have committed
themselves to teaching graduate
seminars, how they have helped
their students with getting their articles published and finding them
jobs, Jones said.

Day Asked
For King Jr.
SANTA FE (UPI) - The House of
Representatives introduced a session record of 36 measures Monday,
including a bill making Martin
Luther King Jr.'s birthday a state
holiday.
House Bill 178, introduced by
Albuquerque Democrats AI Otero,
Kiki Saavedra and Felix Nunez,
would make Jan. 15 a holiday for
state and public school employees,
The day would be honored "in
recognition of the many contributions of the Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. to social and economic justice, racial equality and
world peace," the bill states.
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B.ut one Western delegate warned
of the Soviet attempt to divert attention from the human rights issue.
East bloc countries considered it as
itlternaJ affairs.
''We can't lose sight of the human
rights aspects that have to be covered in <~ny finaJ document acceptable to us," one Western delegate
said.
Western delegates said they will
be looking for any shift in Soviet
approach at Tuesday's meeting,
which will be addressed by both the
Soviet and U.S. delegations.

A source in the U.S. delegation
said the West will not accept any
finaJ document that does not include
several human rights :unendments
launched at the start of the session
last faJI.
The amendments, triggered by
the crackdown in Poland, included
the right to found free trade unions,
an end to jamming of radio broadcasts and improved worldng conditions for journaJists.
Delegates from neutral nations
worked out a compromise formula
for a final document, but the West
was not optimistic agreement could
be reached before Easter- the end
of the current .session.
But sources in several delegations
said they felt sure the arms control
issue would mark the s~ssion.

Final Chunk of Soviet Satellite
Incinerates over Remote Area
WASHINGTON- The monthslong saga of a derelict Soviet spy
satellite came to a fiery finish Monday when its nuclear core and fuel
vaporized in the atmosphere over a
remote area of the South Atlantic,
the Pentagon said.
The third and .final chunk of S<!tellite, weighing up. to an estimated
I ,000 pounds, was incinerated by
the time it reached " point about
I, 100 miles east of Brazil, officials
said, relaying information from
space trackers at the North American Aerpspace Defense Command.
•'We assume it has re-entered the
atmosphere and burned harmlessly," a Pentagon spokesman said.
"NORAD confirms the remaining portion of Cosmos I 402 reentered the atmosphere at approx·
imately 6: I 0 a. tn. EST today, I , I 00
miles cast of Btazil over the South
Atlantic," the Pentagon announce-

ment said.
The debris broke up at 19 degrees
south latitude, 22 degrees west longitude, the announcement said.
Ait Force WC-135 weather re•
connaissance planes, converted
Boeing 707 jetliners, will take samples of the atmosphere in the area for
any signs of increased levels of
radioactivity, a spokesman said,
The Defense Department declined to comment on where the
planes are based. or whether other
Air Force airctaft conducting similar
checks over the Indian Ocean,
where a heavier piece of the satellite
re-entered the atmosphere Jan. 23,
had found anything.
A spokesman could not explain
the reasons for the secrecy,
The piece of space junk, circling
all areas of Earth between the Arctic
and Antarctic cirlcs, had been packed with about I00 pounds of en-

riched uranium that once powered
the satellite's reactor.
The two-ton main section of Cosmos 1402 re-entered Jan. 23 and the
first piece, an antenna, burned up
several weeks earlier.
In 1978, a similar Soviet spy
satellite, Cosrnos 954, scattered
radioactive debris over rernote parts
of northwestern Canada. Experts
cleaned up the space junk and no one
was exposed to the radioactive mate•
rial.
While the Cosmos 1402 reactor
section was drawing ever c.loser to
Earth, computers adjusted the pro·
jected re-entry point each time it
passed a tracking station.
It was unlikely anythingsurvived
re-entry, the Library of Congress'
satellite expert, Marcin Srnith, said
on ABC's "Good Morning Amct·
ica" show."

Career .opportunities await you In the rapidlY
advancing field of bioelectronics.
Medtronic is the world's leading producer of
cardiac pacemakers and other medical electronic
devices. Our largest division, Micro-Rei, based in
Phoenix, is responsibleforthedesign,development
and manufacture of state-of-the-art, Hi-Rei circuitry
used in Medtronic's wide spectrum of implantable,
sensing and diagnostic products.
Mlcro·Rel Is now seeking talented electrical,
mechanical and computer engineering graduates.
Following a nine month period of orientation and
rotational training assignments, you will ha.ve a
choice of permanent assignments Where innovative ideas are welcomed and rewarded.

Micro-Rei Reptesei 1lalives
Will Be On campus
Monday, February 14
Check with your Placement Office for more details.

MICRC>REL

2343 W. 1oth Place, Dept. UNM
Tempe, AZ 85281

Medtronic
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Disarmament Will Dominate
Security Conference in Madrid
Soviet leader Yuri Andropov and
announced on Jan. 6 thattheywant a
non-aggression treaty with NATO
as well as sweeping troop reductions
in Europe.
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MADRID, Spain - The European security conference reopens
Tuesday with delegates predicting it
will becomea new battlefield for the
East-West propaganda war over
nuclear disarmament.
The United States, Canada and 33
European nations have held talks in
Madrid in the past two years in a
frustrated attemptto update the 1975
Helsinki Accords on human rights
and security in Europe.
The talks are not directly related
to U.S .-Soviet meeting on disarmament in Geneva, Switzerland. But
Western delegates said Monday they
expected Warsaw Pact nations to
stress the arms confrontation.
Members of the Warsaw Pact met
early last month in Prague, Czechoslovakia, under the chairmanship of

ENGINEERING
GRADS

$1.50

$.75

$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 2-15-83

One coupon per pizza
Expires: 2·15·83

$. 75 off any size pizza.

Fast, Free Delivery

Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central SE
262•1662

3920 Central SE
262·1661

3920 Central SE
262-1662
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KEY LARGO: Cpl. Pete James of the UNM Police Depart·
ment diplays the keys that have been recovered by their
lost and found division since the beginning of the
semester.

Campus Police House
Hundreds of Lost Items
By Dennis Pohlman
Somewhere on campus, a Uni·
versity of New Mexico student is
missing ll Korean-English dictionary turned in to the campus
police lost and. found Monday.
As with every day, Corp. Pete
James of the campus police will
log die item on a card and l'ile it
with more than I00 other items
still remaining to be picked up at
the University of New Mexico
Campus Police station, 1821
Roma Ave. NE.
James says the dictionary and a
purse, also turned in Monday,
will eventually find. their way
back to their owner. James said
most items found are returned.
Fot some reason, however,
keys, the most commonly. lost
item, are seldom sought for at the
lost and found, and the campus
police have abox containing hUn·
dreds, James said. Keys identified as state property are taken to
the Physical Plant, James said,

while the rest are stored in a file cabinet until claimed.
During January, a typical
month for lost and found items,
campus police returned 20 wallets, IOpurses, two calculators, a
guitar and case and a flute, James
said. Among the more unusual
items returned was a video casSette belonging to KOB-TV, he
said.
Postcards are mailed . out to
owners of items which can be
identified, James said. Unidentified items are kept ht the Campus
Police office a minimum of 30
days and then are stored in the
basement. If unclaimed, books
are donated to the library, clothes
go to charities and keys are recy·
cled through the Physical Plant,
James said.
Lost items can be claimed
from 8 a.m. to 5 p;m. Monday
through Friday, but any items
found can be dropped off at any
tirne, James said,

•

Turned on gifts for Valentine's Day
Winter Clothing Clearance

Buy '1 Get 2 Free

gener~l stor
403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

111 Harvard SE
UNM)

8117 Menaul NE
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Navajos Honor UNM Fa.culty
By Lynn St. Georges

---Letters---

-Guest Editorial-

Resident Tak·es Offense

Watt's Racial Slurs
Divert Media Alert
Recently much confusion has been generated by the Reagan Administration over its policy toward Native Americans. We should not be
misled into believing this was unintentional.
It seems a bit odd that Secretary James Watt, an attorney with
considerable courtroom experience, appears unable or unwilling to
distinguish socialism from the legal obligations attending a trust
responsibility he is sworn to uphold. They have nothing in common. It
seems a little strange for him to talk of the need to shift decision
making from the federal government to tribes, and the need to build
tribal government capacity, while reducing funding for these purposes. Certainly it is incongrous to disparage high tribal unemployment after creating much of it by terminating CETA programs, and
after refusing support for SIPI employment training. Such is the
inconstancy of this administration.
But it is no 'accident that the Secretary starts rattling around like a
loose cannon, drawing attention to his person precisely when the
media has begun to criticize the disarray and lack of leadership in the
White House.
It is no sign of incompetence to orchestrate misquotes, appease
conservatives With rhetoric and stimulate alarm among Native Americans on the eve of a White House release of a policy statement on
Indian affairs· which contains nothing new, but purports to be a
major innovation. Vigueri's conservatives were pleased by the flap
and the attention. Native Americans can be somewhat relieved that
the policy statement is not as bad as the Secretary's lack of tact.
Perhaps they Will be less critical of the lack of substance and action
proposals in the president's Indian policy after this experience than
they would have been otherwise.
Yet Reagan's spokesmen talk of "turning around" th.e federal role
in reservation decision making (yes, again), apparently oblivious to
eight years of slow, steady progress under the national policy stated
in the Indian Education and Self-Determination Act of 1974.1t said the
federal government should do less and Indians more to manage their
own affairs. Why turn it around if this is what the president wants? Are
we to believe that this president dreamt up self-determination? Or do
President Reagan's budget actions speak louder than Sec;retary
Watt's words, suggesting he thinks self-determination and termination are the same? Perhaps this is disinformation.

~5/
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Developing nations require time and capital to acquire the legal,
financial and administrative expertise to effectively manage their
own affairs and defend themselves from outside interests. Until they
acquire these skills, they remain vulnerable to all sorts of abuses.
Labeling reservation government with the pejorative symbol of
socialism contributes nothing to development of tribal government
capacity. Secretary Watt apparently has his own agenda for Na_tive
Americans (as he did for American Jews), and does not mind manipu·
fating their historically well-founded distrust of federal officials to
serve non-Indians' goals and objectives, like taking the media heat off
President Reagan.
Native Americans would be better served ifthosewithtrust responsibilities provided more support for skill development programs like
those at SIPI or the Tribal Administration program in Public Administration at the University of New Me)(ico. These are more productive
alternatives than the use of racial slurs and red-baiting for questionable ends.
Michael S. Hamilton
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Editor:
As a UNM student, and long time resident of Stanford Street I
would like to respond to Chris Wilson's letter presented under the
headline "Offici~l Maintains Permits Will Help Parking Problem."
First of all, the reason University Heights is called the "Student
Ghetto" has nothing to do with students who park on the streets. The
''Ghetto" is appropriately named because of the absentee slum lords
and current tenants who make little or no effort to take proper care of
their properties. By no means does this include everyone in the area,
but some of the worst offenders are members of the UHA.
Second, the only thing Chris Wilson is an official of is a small
mutual admiration society of annoying people who feel they can
dictate how their neighbors should live. The UHA by no means constitutes anything resembling a majority of area residents, and in fact
many residents don't attend ~ny UHA meetings because the association is no more than a very bad joke.
Third, the claim that 156signatures is a majority for the 12 blocks in
question is a blatant lie. There are more than 50 efficiency apartments
located off the street and several apartment buildings averaging
15·25 separate apartments each, yet practically none of these people
were ever approached by the petition carriers (let alone counted).
Having carefully read the UHA Newsletter and the related article in the
Lobo it is obvious thatthe claim was made that a majority of residents
and property owners favored the parking permit system (the majority
of people were never even asked). No matter how Wilson tries to
dance around the subject, these claims border on criminal libel, and
the UHA activities in this area are a definite infringement on the civil
rights of most University Heights residents.
Finally, several points need to be cleared up regarding the Permit
Parking System.
1I By what right should residents be forced to waste their time and
money to go downtown to obtain a parking permit?
2) What about the people who have no driveway, or several residents who must share a driveway ·where are their friends and relatives supposed to park? (The proposal states that only those people
who can prove residency and provide current vehicle registration
forms may obtain permits.)
3) Where does the UHA get off discriminating againstlhe people
who pay road ta)(es, but are not local residents? Many of the local
residents enjoy having friends and classmates park near our homes,
and the loss of this social interaction will turn the University Heights
into a loosely organized concentration camp with our own Gestapo
Meter Maids.
Many focal residents feel that the only way to improve the UHA is to
disband it, and to this end legal actions are being considered. Anyone
wishing to assist in our battle for independence is eagerly welcomed.
In the meantime I encourage all university students to park in our
lovable little ghetto - after all, our streets are public property, and
your taxes help maintain them.
R.J. Bricco

Take Student Gov't Money Back
Editor:

FINe.

\

Mike Gallegos has preached to the student Senate that these are
hard times; that we are operating on an inflation-eroded budget that
has not increased for some time now; and cuts must be made.
However, instead of showing maturity and leadership as a president, Mike has asked for an increase in salary for the Lobby Committee Chairman, as well as an increase in the funding of the Lobby
Committee. Above all else, he resubmitted to the Senate the student
advertising service proposal, which was defeated 9-7, to have it
approved 10-9 with one abstention! This service will cost us $3,000to
$4,000 and was conceived by the vice president.
After haranging austerity Mike has spent superflously and irresponsibly. WHOSE MONEY IS In The budget is limited and some
student organizations can not be funded because of an increase in the
spending of the Lobbying Committee, which has been equally effective for years without such grandiose budgets and the creation of an
"unheard of" service.
ASUNM is OUT OF CONTROL and WE CAN REDUCE OUR TUITION
BY TAKING OUR MONEY BACK.
Mark Pedrotty
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The Navajo tribe presented two
of its Chief Manuelito Awards to
University of New Mexico professors William Gross and Paul Resta
for their contributions to N!!tive
American education.
"I W!ls deeply moved," Dr.
Gross said about receiving the award
for his work in establishing the Native American Program of the College of Engineering (NAPCOE).

Ma Bell Aids
Cancer Center
By Laura Tolley
The New Mexico Cancer Research and Treatment Center and
the University of New Mexico
Anderson School of Management have received money from
private resources to help pursue
various programs .
The Cancer Research and
;rreatrnent Center was presented
$39,000 from Mountain Bell
· community relations teams
across the state who held a tomile walkathon for the center.
UNM's School of Management received a gift of $500 from
the Arthur Young Foundation, a
philanthropic division of Arthur
Young and Co., and international
accounting and consulting finn.
The money givr.n to the cancer
center will be used for a surgical
suite in a newly-opened skin cancer clinic, start-up costs for a special cancer diagnostic laboratory
and an instrument that improves
the effectiveness of the center's
CT scanner.
Susan Chamberlin, director of
the center's program development, said Mountain Bell has
held the walkathon for two years,
raising a total of $87,000 for the
center.
The pledge money is presently
the main outside source of contributions, Chamberlin said.
AI Boos, recruitment director
with Albuquerque's Arthur
Young Foundation, said the $500
contribution was made to the
management school because
"The University ofNewMexico
is an outstanding school from
which we recruit excellent students."

Announcements In Lip Se1'1J/Ce will tun /he day
before the e\lent and the day Of the event on _a space
available basis, Up &nire is available to i11/ UNM
no,..profit organizations. Forms]or·Lip Senlce can
be picked up in Marron Hall, room IJB and mttst be
IUr11i!d In bj2 p.m. the day prior to publication.

The i.ut Lec:ture Serlrs will ·present Dr, Fred
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Computer Course 'Hot;'
More Classes To Open
By Mark Wingfield

Opening on Campus
February 14th!!

offered for regular credit, the tuition
waivers still apply.

Every section of ' 'Introduction to
Barela said there is still a waiting
Microcomputers" offered by the
University of New Mexico Division list of about 100 people wanting to
of Continuing Education filled with- enroJI in computer courses.
in two days of opening, and as many
The three new sections will allow
as three new sections may be added
· 48 of those people to take the course
this semester.
this semester
Robert Barela, assistant conferThe continuing education divience coordinator, said an instructor sion has eight Apple II computers set .
has been found and times for the Up in a trailer near its offices at Yale
additional sections will be estab- .and Lomas boulevards. Barela said
lished this week.
he hopes the division will eventually
be able to expand its facilities .
Originally, five sections were
The introductory course will be
offered. When those filled immediately, six more sections were offered this summer and again next
adde'd; including· two specifically fall. "ft'S our hottest thing right
for UNM faculty and staff, Barela now," Barela said.
said. He said the three new sections
will be offered in the daytime for
faculty and staff.
"The need is there," he said, not. ing the tremendous response of
faculty and staff members once the
courses were allowed to be used
with tuition waivers.
Tuition waivers allow faculty and
staff to take· three credit hours at no
cost. AlthoUgh the continuing
education computer courses are not

Fine luncheon dining in an elegant garden
setting. featuring specialty sandwiches.
daily soups, creative salads &: delicious
dessert cart.

• Complete table service •

A VALENTINE'S DAY
CELEBRATION

AT LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORYt

'

CREATIVE MINDS
PURSUE A DIVERSITY
OF IMAGINATIVE
SOLUTIONS.
ON CAMPUS

Today's Events
per•_academic y~ar. Second t!lass postage paid at ·AibuqUifrqua, New_ MeJ<It:o 87131.
Tho opinions expressed on the editorial pages ofthe NowMBXIcoDBI/yLobo are those oftho
author solely, Unslgr1ed opinion Is that of the editor and reflects the editorial policy of the paper,
but does -not nacessarily represent the vfews of the members of the [)sib; Lobo staff.

Accreditation Association. The
association's executive council
voted to include the Navajo tribe as
the equivalent of one of the state's
accreditation units. Confirmation by
association members is pending.
The Navajo tribe wants more
autonomy over Navajo schools,
assuming services now handled by
the state Department of Education,
Resta said.
Resta also collaborated with Indian tribes to develop off-campus
teacher-training programs.
"Our university has an excellent
relationship with the Navajo tribe.
I'm pleased to have been a part of
that," Resta said.
Other recipients of the Manuelito
Awards were Nancy Erickson,
assistant director of Student Financial Aid and. Career Services at
UNM; former U.S. Sen. Harrison
Schmitt; Eugene Hughes, president
of Northern Arizona University; Peter MacDonald, former chairman of
the Navajo Nation; and U.S. Rep.
Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz.

.
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Tho New Me~ico Dolly Lobo Is published Monday through Friday every regular week altho
University year, ~_eekly during closed a_nd_ finals weeks and week_ly dtJrlng the summer session,
by the Board ol Student Publications of tho University of New Mexico. Subscription rete is $10

Gross, professor of mechanical
engineering and former dean of the
College of Engineering, said that·
when he became dean in 1974, he
was concerned that there were "precious· few" Native Americans and
Hispanics in the college.
''Weneed to be outstanding in the'
quality of education for all our
ethnic groups,'' Gross said.
Before s!lu'ting NAPCOE, Gross
visited tribal people in pueblos and
Navajo country -parents, students and tribal leaders - to be sure
the program was something they
wanted.
Gross said he had had a vision that
·ethnic parity could be achieved
within the decade while raising standards, He said the college has come
close in eight years.
Dr. Paul Resta, professor of educational foundations and associate
dean of the College of Education,
developed a concept paper that proposed that the Navajo tribe become
affiliated with the North Central

Sl_u_rm, ptofesso~ an~ cha'irman· of philOSophy, who
will speak 011 14 Multi-perspectivalism: 100 Oates IO
the Sea· of ldeas,•f at noon today {n the SUB Nonh
Ballroom.

A Women ond Rellpi>n Support Group, led by
Alice Brasfield, will mett at 4 p.m. today lil ttic
UnltedMinislryCentcr, lBO! Laslomns,N.E,

The i:JNM Korfball ·e~u• Will hold open practloe
(rom B lo 9 p.m. today at Carlisle Oym. Will be
preparing for the .AJ;tril Tottrnamenl at Ora1 RobeNs
University. No pra:dlces this weeke-nd,
Clrde K will hiVe an orgahllational meedng at4:4!
today hi the SUD, room 2lOB. A Big
Brother/Big st~IE!r reprc.sentaiive will speak. All
5tudents welcome,

p,n!.

A l.e<tllre on Time Mollllfmelil will be held at 3
p;m, today in the University Skills Center, Zim·
merman Ubr<ir}l1 third nom•.
J.eh.. vr... prelentll a bn hllegped especial,
Gerardo ~at!ar preml_o _·nacional del :c~etuo en
MeJCico, queva a· ~::ompararr su obn; con nosot_rbg en ~I
Ortega Hall Lcillnge hoydesdelu12:30 has!alo I::W

de Ia hitde. todol esian bienvenldol. 'Vengan a
disrrutnr dei genlo lilcrario.
tnn•luets will meet at 1:30 p.m. today ln the

SUB.- room 2500 and E. Extremely Important

me(!ting.
The .Sanchilry Group, for aicoho!ics· only, will
meet at8 p.m. tddayal the Newman Center.

TUESDAY,.
FEB. 22nd, 1983

Wednesday's Events
UNM Colle1e Republicans Will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the SUB, room 2JIA. Plans for
Fr,day's protest will be finaliZed,
Two Flnincta• Afd WorbhojJi Cor parentS of
prosptcUve collese s_t~_dents wiU be held at 7 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday in the Pete McDavid Room
of the UNM Ai'eni. AllaVililable- forms of finllndal
aid, ruleS &overnbig eli81biliiy ~nd :tpplication
pro~sses will be e:cp_fained in detail b)' the ~orkshop
CoordlriatDts, Virsinta Edgar and John Whiteside.
Parents of high .school students, espedatly senfors
who are expecting to ·auend wUese, are in'Viled ·to
al!c:rid. No admission charge.

Ask your Placement Office for details on our
u"pcoming Campus visit, or see our ad ·
in this paper next TUESDAY, Feb. 15th,
for additional information.
LLNL is an equal opportunity employer, m/f/h .

The New Med<o '"'"" lntorr.ot Reoeatdi Group

will present Fred Harrh, ONM professor of ~litlcil
science, .Rt -I he first_ae11etDI interest meetl~g lit 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the SUB, rOOm 2.lO. Harris, a former
U.S, Senator from Oklah-oma ·an~ an Un51iccessfu1
pre5ldential -candidate in i_976. wiD speak on ·student
invoh•ement in the _pOlitical prOcess.

Titeolop for Llndi ,presentS i•The Setd of
a discussion led b)' Pamela lhighcS 1· -edilor
or uoalaiians 3:28 Press" at noon Wednesday In the
SUB, room 250E,
w_om~n,"

SOLAS, the Student Oraant>ation for Lailn
Ametlcan SJudle~i. mee~s rrom _noon 10 l J!.ril.
Wednesday• at the Latin American lmtitllle, 801 Yale
N.l!. This wcek-guesf.speaker l>r, An&ela l>elli Sante
will present_ d video on ••ouatemalan Refugees::
lncreaslng Repression/' BrOWii·bag lanch. All ih-<
lcrested ptrsons nre Invited to allend.

•

University of California

IIIII Lawrence Uvennore
~ National laboratory·
P.o. BtParking R; Livermore, cA 94550
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Arts

Sports

Teaching Gallery Touches All Three Dimensions
clay likeness of a wasp nest above
your head. Not wanting to stick
around and find out how much it's
You walk into the sunlit lobby of
based in reality, you tum a comer
the Teaching Gallery at the Uni·
and proceed to a grcup of three ceravcrsity of New Mexico and see,
mics by student Suzanne Marshall.
parked outside the gallery entrance,
One piece is a basket with a mula white plaster ball with an array of
ticolored pattern bolding chips of the
embedded faces, turning this way
same pattern. The bright, chl!ery
and that. Perhaps you think that it
work is called Easter Basket. Your
might have been neglected in the
mood is suddenly broken by some
gallery set up for the new student
noise that sounds like progressive
exhibit Work in Three Dimensions.
New Wave,
Someone, you assume, will probThe other two pieces are threeably roll it in before the show condimensional seascapes: one of
cludes Friday.
which has three mermaid heads with
As you enter the gallery, you're
lavender locks sitting in a boat above
greeted by the sound of a classical
a sea of fish. They're reaching for
melody. "Nice touch," you think.
hooks on copper strands hanging
from the boat. The other piece is
filled with porcelain fish, shells and
ones covered wth an iridescent
j~_
glaze.
In the next comer, you encounter
a wire headless figure in a wire box,
as you start singing along with Frank
Sinatra Just a Prisoner ofLove, and
you think that maybe the music is
lJ
Attention U.N.M. Students!
timed for this exhibit.
Come by our information table
Facing another waU, you see
meticulously-shaped vases and pot·
in the Student Union Building
tery, metal sculptures and someFeb. 8 1h and 91b 9am-3pm·
thing that could be interpreted as a
catcher's mitt holding a box labeled
"Zero . " You peel inside the slightly
ajar boxand sec a lineup oflittle men
figures, just as you begin to hear a
scratchy recording of Chinese
women singing a refrain of a word
that sounds like "Chicago."
"Ethnic music/' you think.
On your last leg of the exhibit,
you peruse a glass case of small
pieces of art including jewelry and
metal works. As you tum to leave,
you look toward the comer near the
door and recall an inane skit you
once saw on the TV show Saturday
Night Live. It featured Steve Martin
and Bill Murray looking out into the
distance and repeating to each other,
in varying modulations, the humble
question, "What the hell is that?"
Meet Program's Faculty
There, standing 5 feet atop a
wooden support structure is thisWednesday l~ebruary 9
. . . thing. Assistant professor of
4-Spm
art, Aaron Karp, who supervises the
gallery this year, calls if a "marveInternational Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE
lous monstrosity."
F.or more detail.s co1.1tact ln.ternational
.·~·:. _
It's an incongruous mix of elecPrograms and Services, 1717 Roma NE
~:··,
tronics, light, mechanics and, yes,
277-4032
y1: I sound! Right now, it's emitting the
J~'.0Y.~~
~~~--------------------------~~~--~)n first movement of Mozart's serenade Eine Kleine Nachtmusik. But
where is that music coming from?
By Wren Propp

1\tJ

r

"They've piped in music." Deciding to begin your gallery tour to your
left, you meet up with a piece of
pottery that looks like a voluptuous
cabe~a de vaca. You proceed to an
equally organic work, a narrow
tepee shape of leaves, straw and
hay. Next is a wooden sculpture and
then a work of four ceramic cowboy
hats, even a glittering psychedelic
one any rhinestone cowboy would
love.
Suddenly, your feet are doing the
samba, and you wonder why the gallery operators decided to switch the
music. Sidestepping forward- a
little .embarrassing without a partner - you lift your eyes to see a

Golden Key
Honor Society

At one end of the monstrosity is an
old Admiral TV set in various states
of disrepair; and at the other end is
some sort of generator housing a red
light that is blinking on and off. In
the center of the object is an old
Philco radio with cords running up
to a ceiling socket. Being pretty
perceptive, · you figure out that no
station on Earth would be broadcast·
ingthis assortment of music (unless,
of course, they didn't give a hoot
about ratings).
Also being a curious sort, you ask
Karp about the music, and he says
John Oaks Edwards, the student
who constructed this piece for an
introductory design class, taped
music and installed a tapeplayer in
the old radio.. Edwards calls bis
mixed-media work Dosage.
Karp. comments tha.t Dosage

"functions on so many different
levels. It's so rich in images." He
says the art department faculty
members try to feature work by students who might be interested in
different disciplines.
He explains that the purpose of
the Teaching Gallery is to function
as an extension of the classroom and
to generate a certain amount of enthusiam among students.
It also gives students - and the
UNM community and general public - an opportunity to see what art
students are exploring in their classrooms.
As you leave the gallery to the
sounds of big band music, you decide there's a lot to explore in three
dimensions at UNM's Teaching
Gallery.

I

This the first in a two-part series.
Today' s column deals with coaches
and athletes. Tomorrow's will deal
with the media and the fans, and the
solution to the problem.

Workers must meet one hour per week to discuss the needs
of young people. This meeting will be held Wednesdays at
5:30pm.
Call George at 277-3365

In the '80s, communication
shouldn't be a problem, with all the
workshops, books and the like on
the subject. But, there is a definite
stench in the air at University Arena,
where the University of New Mexico basketball team hangs its
shingle.
The coaches and the players ,are
having problems getting their signals straight on what has to be done
and who's going to do it.
Men's Athletic Director John
Bridgers hired Gary Colson twoand-a-half years ago to clean up the
program after Norm Ellenberger
made a shambles of it.

7am-6pm

WANTED!
RESIDENCE HALL ADVISORS
for 1983 FALL SEMESTER

*****

Reward

.

QUALIFICATIONS
Sophomore class standing or above by the time employment
begins. Cumulative grade point avemge of 2.3 or higher. Interest in residence hall living. Maturity, flexibility, creativity.

·DUTIES

UNDER FIRE: Local media has been calling for Gary Colson
to resign his position as head Lobo basketall coach.

Now, Colson has cleaned up the
program, his teams are winning
some games and are even among the
.top-three sports in team grade point
averages. But. the media and fans
aren't happy that the Lobos aren't
winning on the road and got demolished by San Diego State last
week in the Pit, where things like
that just aren't supposed to happen.
Colson is just doing what was
asked of him, so maybe it's Mr.
Bridger's fault that the Lobos aren't
ranked in the Top 20 like NevadaLas Vegas, which Bridgers failed to
reschedule. Or maybe Colson
should start offering handouts like
some of the other coaches do, so that
he can bring JoeStud in here to make
the Lobos instant winners.
The players that Colson and Bob
Lamphier have brought in have lots
of untested talent but just aren't
meshing. Maybe they need some in·

UNM

Summer Sessions
In Spain And

Mexico

COMING FACES is the name of this sculpture by UNM student Richard Nelson. The work is part of a new showat the
Teaching Gallery entitled "Work in three Dimensions."

tion of Paris) and the Place Pigalle
(where the three reside) lack.
Deauville, on the Normandy
coast, has a .clean elegance that
Pigalle, with its rhinestone-le-jazz·
hot ambience, only brings into clearer focus.
Deauville is what a fine gambler
aspires to - like Monte Carlo. Bob
seems in his element when he comes
close to breaking the bank there at
baccarat.
Melville, however, is most in his
element as a director when directing

his camera at the late-night/early·
morning faces and street scenesof
Montmartre. There are the brasser·
ies and cafes, the young women eating pommes frites at 5 a.m., the
young, poor couples embracing in
the rain.
..
.
There are the little ironies that
foreshadow the greater irony at the
end of the film: why is a water-truck
wetting down the streets When .it is
raining? .Because the driver is only
doing his job.
This is a film about people doing
their job~, whether legal or illegal,
and damn the consequences.

..

Anne Isabel Coren, a young (and
almost .incendiary) girl that Bob
takes in, is only doing her job getting by any way she can. For
her, morals are not at issue, and the
way she looks and acts drives morality from the mind of every man that
deals with her. Except Bob.
Bob the gambler is a class act, and

Bob Le Flambeur is a class movie,
ignoring the horrendous soundtrack.
It is cut into short and effective
scenes - giving it a pace that many
present-day directors would do well
to study- and has a minimum of
dialogue, another laudable attribute.
Why has it taken so long for it to
be released in the United States?
Perhaps, like a vintage matgaux, the
French were loath to part with it.

Scotsmen Sing
The Tannahill Weavers, a music·
al group from Scolland, will be play·
ing their particular brand of music
on Feb. 16 at the KiMo Theater .
The Weavers' music has been described as "a rich blend of instru·
ments that makes you want to get on
your feet and dance.''
Tickets arc $6 at The Book Stop in
Nob Hill Center and Boogie and
Bach in Santa Fe.

spiration, like Albuquerque Journal
Sports Editor Dennis Latta gave
them for the Hawaii game when
Saturday he asked for Colson to resign "because he's not getting the job
done."
The three players that were re·
cruited by Colson's staff this year
are doing fairly well, considering
the hot seat that UNM basketball
athletes are put on when they play
here. Fans in Albuquerque are not
easy to please. But, Niles Dockery,
Tim Garrett and George Scott are
having good seasons.
The players that were left over
from last years 14·14 team and the
redshirts know what winning is all
about and are contributing as well.
Phil Smith, Tim Fullmer, Don .Brkovich, Michael Johnson and Alan
Dolensky all have talent, but they
just don't seem motivated. Johnson,
the new captain since Carvin (let's
have meetings without the coaches)
Blocker left, did his thing against

Lobos Whip NCU By 30
By Ron Martel

Belated Film a Masterpiece of Nuance

Before there was Francois Truffaut, before there was Jean·Luc
Godard, there was Jean-Pierre Melville. M¢1Ville's 1955 film, Bob Le
Flambeur, is a black-and-white
masterpiece of nuance, a first swell
in the French new wave of cinema
that swept the late '50s and '60s.
The movie belongs to Roger
Duchesne as the gambler. Here is
Bogartout-Bogarted; Bob is a weary
man with a shock of white hair who
shakes dice at a high-stakes table the
way one shakes ashes out of an
ashtray.
.
. ..
Bob has "retired" from robbery
as the movie opens. Hc.counts as his
friends both cops and pimps. He'
makes his living gambling. He has a
protege, Polo, a sweet young man
with the heart of poet and the mind of
. a small-time crook. These two and
Roger, a safecracker who inhabits a
checkerboard office, plan an auda•
cious robbery-· to take 800 million
francs from the safe at the Deauville
casino.
Deanville represents everything
that Montmartre (the Bohemian sec•

Is Colson Really the Problem?

Child Care Co-op

PRIVATE ROOM BOARD* MONTHLY STIPEND

Meeting"~

Bob Le Falmabeur will be showing on Wednesday and Thursday at
Don Pancho's. It stars Roger
Duchesne and is directed by Jean·
Pierre Melville.

Work Study Qualified

I·

. ;,~ i·l··
~

Information
for All Students Interested
in learning about the

By Ann Ryan

Help Wanted

The eighth"ranked University of
New Mexico men's gymnastics
team tumbled and vaulted their way
to a 30-point win over Northern Colorado University Monday night at
Carlisle Gym.
The Lobo men scored 26&. 7
points compared to Northern Colorado's 238.65.
UNM's Matt Arnot took first
place in the all-around with a score
of 54,15. As a freshman, Arnot
averaged 56.2 to capture the West·
em Athletic Conference all-around
title.
Arnot scored a 9. 7 in the floor
exercise, and a 9.6 in the vault to
help him gain his individual victory.
UNM won all six events in a meet,
which they dominated fro'm the
start. The bulk ofUNM's point mar·
gin came from competition on the
pommel horse, the rings and the
high bar, gaining almost eight points
on each.
A team score of 44.8 an the pornmelstarted the Lobos on their way to
victory.
UNM Coach Rusty Mitchell said
that he expected NCU to score at
about the level they did. ''When a
team only scores 240 you expect
them to be weak in some events,''
Mitchell said. "We have to be a little.
stronger as a team. Even though the
competition is not quite up to your
level, your competing at that leveL
You have to score big every time
out, 268 is not what we're capable·
of," Mitchell said.

Hawaii and found it successful.
Colson says that he's helping
them find themselves instead of Jetting them do it themselves. That
statement doesn't sound right since
they should have found themselves
before they came into major college
ball. All of the players know what
they're supposed to do, but they are
moved all around. They play 30 minutes one game and nine the next.
Craig Allison is a perfect example
of this. Allison plays a little bit every
game, and is very productive when
he gets into the game. Against
Hawaii, he played seven minutes
and scored four points. Allison is
one of the rare people that Colson
has had to groom, but Colson is not
taking ~dvantage of the situation.

Serve as a floor advisor, perform as a paraprofessional counselor, assist students in dealing with University and Housing
administrative channels.
Know each resident on the floor and be available to students on
a daily basis.
Attend regular staff meetings, workshops and training sessions.

APPLICATIONS
Applications may be obtained from:
Residence Life Office
La Posada Hall
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Application Deadline
For 1983-84 Academic Year
February 11, 1983

Popejoy Ball

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

Presents

"There were some letdowns in
different spots and some mistakes
that need to be corrected before we
go to Oklahoma next week,'' Mitchell said. "We need to go above a
273." Mitchell said he feels that his
Lobos could score as high as a 275.
The Lobos will travel to Norman,
Okla., Friday to face the University
of Oklahoma Sooners, which is
ranked fifth nationally.
"You need to do what your capable of doing every time out. If you
let down it's .going to effect you later
on. We don't want that right now,"
Mitchell said.

Lobos To Get
New Point Man
A high school basketball player
voted the top guard in th~ Washington D.C., area by Street and
Smiih 's national basketball publica·
tion has verbally agreed to play at the
University of New Mexico.
Kevin Scarborough, a 6-foot
guard from Eastern High School,
said, "When 1 visited New Mexico
back in October, J really enjoyed the
people in Albuquerque, the coaches
and the players on the team."
Scarborough, who has averaged
25 points, nine assists and two dunks
a game in the 16 games played this
season, will sign with. UNM. A~ril
13 the scheduled national stgnmg
daic for high school basketball
players .

s.Pt.o.
Wednesday, February 9. 8:15PM
Tickets: $12, $10, $7
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff- V2 Price
Telephone 277-3121 for Information
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conslrllctlon- Greenhouses, addition~. imenur
renovatlolls. 843-6035,
219
ACUI,EX WOI~I> PR.OCESSING: Theses, dlsseo"·
tutlons, lcrm papers, resumes, graphics. 831·31 ~ 1.

1. Personals
CCU'fEE SOUNPS GOQU, My place. Tues at nine.
218
Mike.
fEll. 14 VAJ,ENTINWS Pny! Flowers saY It best.
Find. the best 111 th~ Flower Cart.oo the c~mpus m"ll·
2/14
CoU345-700l evenings for orders,
FIVE WOMt;N i\UTIS'J'S - Wonwn's themes and
imagery on exhibit nt Full Circle naokstorc; Work by
Peggy Fccrlck, photography; Dabette Baker,
drawing; Anita Hudlin Brashear, sculpture; Regina
2/18
Cprritore, kites; and teslic DPnovnn, poetry,
VALENTINE J>ANCt:! CONCI,P'J'IONS Southwest
bcncfil. A Club R&B production featuring the
llreakers - N. Mex. Rockabilly. Friday, Feb. II,
8:30p.m. Mountllin an1l Fprcstcr NW. 277-5656.
2/11

Ztd
GUITAJI I,ESSONS, INSTRUMF.:NTS, repairs nod
rentals. MARC's Ouitar Center, 143 H~rv~r!l SE.
Z6S·3315.
tfn
TVPIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor, Some
genius. 242-3093,
2/28
PROFFBSIONAI. TYPING BY English MAl editor,
Vast experience w/disscrtations, papers, Editing
available.256-0916.
2/8
PIANO. m:GREEU, EXPERU:NCEU, reasonable.
266-6212.
2/21
A-J 'fYPIST., TF.:HM papers, resumes. 299-.8970.
2/28

Wf:•LJ, BOX J'J'I Fudge arid nuts for your valentine
at the Mixcll !lag, 121 Yale SE. V! block south of
C'cntrnl.
2111
VAtENTINt: l'IIOTOS, A perfect gift for you both.
884-8259.
2/9
I.AST DAY t'OR full refunds on spring texts is Feb.
12. Must have J.D. and receipt. UNM llookstorc.
2/11

GUI'ft\o.U J,ESSONS. ALt styles. 21 years teaching.
John Mitchel1268-0496,
2/14
ACCURATE, QUICK 'fYPIN!:llcharts/graphs in
my home. Call The Other Office 884-6564.
2/14

4. Housing
GAAUUATE STUU.;NT WANTS quiet room to
rent two nights/week, Glose to campus. 835-3005.

IUWt' J.INKS.
2110
TAOS SKI IIA.Sfll Feb. 12·13. tow rates and excellent snow! Cull Student Travel Center277-2336.

2110
FOR ltF.NT: Ef'FICIENCY npartment, 1410 Oirard
N.E., $200/mo., fQr one person, $220/rno. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
TIU: CJTAIJEI.-SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. Allutililics paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
roorn. swimming pool, TV roam and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn

2/10
MCAT RlWI£W IIY the UNM Pre-Med Club starts
Feb. J4. For moreinformntlon, cnll277-6565 or stop
by room 24-D sun.
2/14
WIUTE, MAU~. 29, 6'3" seeking healthy, blu~
eycd, single female companion. Believe you're
2/14
spccinl. Cnll292-66815-6 p.m.
SUII!'.JIT TO YOUR creative desires. Conceptions
Southwest is now ucccptfng submissions In literature,
visunlans, film, video, dance and performance. 277·
H~

~

S'fUUENT VOWNn:ERS NEf:UED in 35 com·
munity agencies. Onin satisfaction of service and
valuable experience. Cnll247-0497 or 256-1663. 314
CON'J'ACl'S·POLISIIlNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical CompanY on tomns just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRJIIUTORS. prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich VIllage (tennon Styles), gold
rim 1m. $54.50 (regular $65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E .. across from LaBelles,
tfn
PASSI'OR'f, IDf:NTIFICATION PHOTOS, Fast,
inexpen.livc, pleasing. towcst prices in town! Two for
$5, Four for $7. Near UNM. Come to 123 Wcllc~ley
~E. on the corner of Sliver and Wellesley, or tall2651323.
tfn
I'Jit:GNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247•
9819.
lfn
ACCURATF. INFORMATION ABOUT con•
traccptlon, stcrilftation, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn

CI,AIM YOUR LOST posscssloru at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily,
tfn

URIVERWANTED FOR Vega and trailer to Toledo,
Ohio, end of February. 881·9820.
2114
MAZATLAN SPRINGBREAK. GET on it before It
leaves without you. 881·1668. Dave.
2/9
HAWAII, ROUND TRIP, $300. teave Feb, 23,
2/8
return March !1. Tracl268-7864, 822-5301.
AI>VERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
lSDJo OfF SWISS Army ~nives. Kaufman's: A Real
Army-Navy Store, 504 Vale SE. 265-7777,
2/14
NCAA TICKETS WANTED. Will pay f9ur (4)times
the price. Call262-0927.
2/11
GALOSHES SAI.E 'li off. five-buckle, used, eK•
cellcnt. 0.1. galoshes, Regularly $15, Now $1.SQ.
Kal!fman's: A Real Army-Navy Store, 504 Yale SE,
265·7777.
2/14
WANTEU: CHEAP, FUNCTIONAL three-speed
2/8
bike. 265-6568,

TilE LESBIAN AND Gay Switchboard is open for
calls. For information about. GLSU, call 277-6739,
Ofncc: 215 SUB, MWF 9·12, T'J'9.!2, 2·5:30, 2/14

CUTIE BUNNY - lfOW 'bout "hopping" to town
with me Friday? Happy Valentine's Day. Yourliltle
Teddy Bear,
2/8
MARIA: CAN'T WAIT to show you nreworks and
"ignite your toes." Dinner at 8 on Saturday? Love
and kisses, Bill.
218.
IIAPPY VAI.ENTINE'S DAY to the wpmen of the
Lobo newsroom - Kelly, Judy, Eve, Stacy, taura,
Ramona, Johanna and Wren. May you find what
your heart desires. Much love from the "classy" ad
man and the Night Owl.
219

Sun-Th 11:30am-12am
Fri & Sat 11:30am·lam

C::overed

Wlragon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO\IYN

FREE DELIVERY
limited delivery area
243-2100

~! I ----------$1.00 OFF
I
t2 bk. s. of c.ntral

I

II
I I

·I
I

I

I

ANY PIZZA
wlththlscoupon
one coupon per plua

~
~

MEOJJI

SECONDHAND CLOrHES
NEW~ f/S£D

11
I
I

TJlECATS

for-

.I

l!.a FAINLY

3/01- CENT"RAL, S£

t0•$:30tWOM·FRI
10 •7 TU£.10·~ SAT"

• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · ~-~-!!!-!!!-~!-!!!-~·_!!!'!!_!!!_!!!'!.!_!!!_!!:_'!.
~~-=.z=s=s=-~=.33=o=========::::!::::-'

Seniors!

Looking For
A Career?
Register with the
Career Placement
Registry
The National Computerized
Employment Searching
Service

Your qualifications will be
instantly available to over
8000 employers. Total
cost $8. No other fees
charged. Over 5000
seniors already registered.
It costs nothing to find out
more about CPR. Just
complete and return the
coupon.
For Faster Action Call

Tell that someone special how
much you love him or her.
The annual Valentine's Day
classifieds will run through
Monday, Feb. 14. Special rate
of 10 cents per word per day J:l'./,~
for students,

Toii·Free 1•800·368·3093
lr. VIrginia (703) 683·1085
r.l":"io'o .

~...

C.areer Placement Reg. lslry., Inc.
302 Swann Avenue
Aluandrla, \llrglnla 22301

Name
Address

City

Slate

Robert M. Shead C.P.A.

Tax Retums • Individual,
Partnerships
Corporations
Be Trusts
1400Vl
.,.,.,ira:tll, 11
nl 1
a
Call for
111
... ,_ .... 848·9151 COl'""'''..

=

February 8-12
Complete package or
Individual pieces
All wade$5

HARVARD BIKE HOUSE

2558808
137 Harvard Dr. S. E,

HARRY'S PLACE
OPEN 8

a.m. - 8 p.m.

Breakfast Served All Day
2 eggs, toast coffee; hashbrowns •••.•••••••••••••• $1.49
All you can eat pancakes l!t 1 cup of coffee ••••••••• 1.19
2 eggs, toast, coffee, ham or bacon •••••••••••••••• 2.49
Bgg McHany (egg, bacon, cheese on a muffin) •••••• 1.09
French Toast with coffee ........................... 1.19
Blueberry Pancakes •••••••••••••••••••••• -· •••••••• 1.99
(All you can eat 3.09)
Om let - green chile l!t cheese ••••••••••••••••••••• 1.49
Huevos Rancheros (3 eggs, 2 tortillas, cheese,
red or green chile, l!t french fries) ••••••••••• , •••••• 2.75

ACROSS

1710 Central SE

____ _________,

127 Harvard SE

CROSS COUNTRY SKI
RENTAL EQUIPMENT
•
SALE

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PIZZA EXPRESS

'fYPING NEAR UNM, Caii247-3SI9,
3111
MATti TUTORING, 842-0529,
Z/14
OVERWEIGHT? NEE I> OVERWF.JGIIT people for
an nil natural program. Call255·9866.
219
VI('TORIA 'S WOIID SMITIIY: Word processing,
2/9
typing. Call Vickie anytlme821-4812.
UESUMF.'i .PI{OFF.'iSIONALLY DESIGNEU by
personnel spcclarist/M.A. Call daysfcvcnings 298·
6006.
2/14
SUI'EUIOR AND
....,.-.,SYMPATIIETIC dcsigr1 and

wtth coupon 1oc111y .

We would like tO
Introduce the
Professional Practice of:

10. Cardiograms

MEN AND WOMEN needed to sell Imported
Moroccon leather goods, shirts, dresses. Also high·
fashion and novelty belts, headbands and accessories.
20% commission. Must have car. Contact Michel M.

3. Services

2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
& A Lar~~-=:ft Drink

i_, a Big WayU

6. Employment

wo

3~~

CHRISTIAN SINGJ.ES VALENTINE. Getaway to
Santa Fe! "Soak, sup and stay"! $15. Feb. IJ,
Friday. 277-5194, 266·7673, 265·4019.
2/8

UNM STUDENTS ISo/o discount with J.D. at
Trca.•ures 'N Pleasures. New and used furniture and
.ceramics. 1517 Eubank NE near Constitution. 292·
7722. VIsa and Mastercard.
2/18
1972 MAVERICK SIX-cylinder standard transmission. Excellcllt condition. $1000.243-.1530. 2114
I(ONICA HEXANON AR IOOmm, f2.8, $40. 243-

2111

Classified
Advertising
131 Marronlia/1
Want Ads SCIY it

7. Travel

9. Las N oticias

!'.JAGNi\VOX, PORTAIILE VIIS video recorder, 24-6 hrs playback, home unU, color video camera lx6
zoom power. tike J1(!,W. $1600. Khnlcd277-2928/2664597.
2110
VW 1970 FASTBACK, solid engine and tran2/9
smission. SSOO. Cal1821·8857.
IIP41C WITII MEMORY module $150. Call 277JSBO.
2110
llllACHI STEREO RADIO, recorder, turntable,
two speakers, $220. Complete 39 gallon aquarium
with frame and fish SIOO, 25" consule color TV $80.
2/10
!<haled 277-29281266-4597.
RECONDITIONED s•:J.ECTRIC I typewriters
$495. (l.J.C. 292-6467 (mornings), 296-3415
(e¥cnings).
2/23
BJIANIJ NEW 111M correcting Selectric II $899. OIC
292-6467 (mornings), 296-3415 (eVening.l),
2/23

t'OlJNI>: Mlrrt:Ns IN llcgcncr Hall 109 217/83,
l>cscribennd claim at 131 Marron Hall.
2/14
t'OUND: SUNGLASSES AT back of Student
llookstore, Claim at 13.1 Marron Hnll.
218
FOUNU: GI.OVE IN north campus free parking lot
2/7183, Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
2/14
LOST NEAll PRINCETON and Oatneld. female
golden retriever named "Brandy." Very friendly.
897·1719, 884·5ll3, or292-4297.
2/11
LOST: GOLD WEimiNG band. Reward. Jim 277·

1\PPI.ICATIONS BEING TAKEN for positions at
the Girl ScQU! Summer Camp in the Jeme~ Mppn.
tuins. Need n~rse, riding staff, counselors, handyman
and kitchen aides. Call ;!43-9581.
2110
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, s. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500SI ,200 monthly. Slghtseein~:. Free info, Write UC,
Box 52-NM-l, Corona Ocl Mar, CA 92625.
2/IS

5. ForSale

9608.

2. Lost & Found

lbguy (or leuve name and phone number) at l710i4
GoldSE.
tfn

Come to 131 Marron Hall to place your
Valentine's Day ad.

1 Asian garb
6 African land
10 Open space
14 Farm sound
15 Sharp
16 Scottish port
17 Passageway
18 lofty shanty:
2 words
20 Foot part
21 Tardy
23 Main arteries
24 Pronoun
251cemass
26Scamp
30 Buggies
34 Telephoner
35Young
woman
37Drop bait
38 Not civil
39 Funeral
speech
41 Panacea
42 "The Death
of-"
43 Trade
44Summon:
2words
46Joln
48 Dressed up
50 Weapons

52 Bohemian
53 Put aside
56 Winds up
57 Carriage
60 Drama
critic's spot:
2 words
62 Kind of acid
64 Distribute
65 In addition
66 Bantu, e.g.
67 Invoke
68 Squint: Dial.
69 Lost water

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN

1 "Beat ltl''
2 Other: Pref.
3 Regulation
4 Freeze
5 city silhouette
6Substance
7 Farm unit
8 Story
9VIslonary
10 More In want
11 Touch on
12 Hindu dance
13Leg part
19 Circlets
22 Mr. Jackson
24 Bootery item

25 Flower
26 "Gitl"
27 Reason for
28 More aged
29 Wed slyly
31 - education
32 Antoinette
33 Consurne
36 Can. heroine
Laura 40 Chaps
41 Earth
43 Be adequate
45 - - crafts

47 Trireme
49 Asian port
51 Hills
53 Corn meal
54 Fast mover
55 This: Sp.
56 Comfort
57 1958 Oscar
winner
58 As to:
2 words
59 Proper
61 BPOE membar
63 Sea: Fr.

